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PRESS RELEASE 

 
Illulian takes part to Maison&Objet 2019  

 

Paris, January 18-22 | Hall 8, Stand C97 
 
 
 
As for past appointments Illulian confirms its presence at Maison&Objet in Paris. From 18 to 22 January 
2019, the luxury Italian brand will showcase a selection of novelties and bestsellers: veritable artworks, 
which have been established the company’s worldwide leadership in the field of custom handmade rugs 
since 1959. 
 
According to the 60-year-old firm, a masterpiece - by definition - is not made en masse. To be truly 
luxurious, an item has to fulfill a number of important fundamentals: it should be exclusive, handcrafted, 
authentic and beautiful. 
 
All Illulian rugs are knotted and carded by hand, made with top quality wool and silk; every model is 
conceived to embellish interiors with different style, ranging from metropolitan lofts to the most exclusive 
residences and hotels where luxury and comfort are absolute.  
 
A charming harmony of colors, decorations and textures defines Illulian proposals, which can be made 
with two types of process: Platinum 120 (the most exclusive line, characterized by an extremely complex 
handcrafted process with 180,000 knots/m2) and Gold 100 (with a density of 150,000 knots/m2). The 
unique chromatic appeal hinges on the bright vegetal colors that go into their making. 
 
 

RUGS ON DISPLAY 
 

 
Among its extremely wide production, the brand is pleased to present pieces belonging to the Design 
Collection, which includes modern, on-trend pieces; the Limited Edition refers to its most exclusive 
collection designed by celebrities and figures from the world of design, art and photography. The Palace 
Collection encompasses modern rugs with a classic flavour. 
 
 
Kintsugi | Design Collection 
The rug owes its name from Kintsugi, the ancient Japanese art of repairing objects with the introduction of 
gold or precious metals that highlight and enhance the breaks thus adding value to the whole item.  
Similarly, the "cracks" of the carpet are metaphorically filled with liquid gold, creating an effect of great 
scenic impact. A texture with huge expressive power that is distinctly glamorous and unconventional. 
 
 
Raw | Design Collection 
New aesthetic codes celebrate the unfinished, rough surfaces and raw character. A rug with a worn look 
and unfinished charm. 
 
 
Skyla | Design Collection 
An intriguing geometrical effect involving abstract forms, contrasting colours and rigorous lines define Skyla 
rug. Its visual dynamism creates original and unique rugs, able to satisfy different furnishing requirements.  
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Madama Butterfly | Design Collection 
Illulian gives life to a striking and romantic rug: elegant and multi-coloured butterflies – the symbol of 
change and rebirth, evoke an idea of quintessential beauty. Madama Butterfly is a furnishing complement 
with an exotic allure that can blend perfectly in any environment, whether classic or modern.  
 
 
Dash | Design Collection 
The rug features an abstract design with an artistic flair, blended with cool calming tones, such as pearl 
grey, ash grey and mushroom. Himalayan wool and silk mingle to create layers of texture and the illusion of 
movement, while the captivating colors were inspired by raw materials such as marble and raw natural 
stones. 
 
 
Greta | Design Collection 
A sophisticated reference to ‘60s and ‘70s motifs, the rug is a hypnotic combination of geometric patterns 
whose alternation creates a game of interesting sequences and overlays with a very iconic look. 
 
 
Extreme | Design Collection 
An expression of impalpable lightness, Extreme reveals the magical signs of time through playful overlays.  
 
 
Flair | Design Collection 
The rug is characterized by a delicate pattern in grey tones, enhanced by a geometric effect that adds a 
contemporary charm to its design. 
 
 
Sottosopra 2 by Fabio Novembre | Limited Edition 
Sottosopra 2 impresses and fascinates with its extraordinary visual and emotional power. The observer is 
captivated by the playful perspective and catapulted into architecture that looks “real” thanks to the great 
care and quality that always distinguish Illulian’s exclusive products.  
 
 
Roy by Emtivi Studio | Limited Edition 
An Art Déco motif is reinvented with a pop twist: it is enlarged and endlessly repeated with vibrant and 
almost psychedelic colours. A funky classic, with a modernist elegance. 
 
 
Trick2 by Massimiliano Adami  | Limited Edition 
It stands out for its various overlapping graphical patterns, positioned in a slightly staggered arrangement in 
such a way as to create a visual trick and define a new geometry. The same superimpositions are 
staggered and made partially transparent so they can be focused on selectively in relation to the viewing 
distance. 
 
 
Costellazioni 3 by Dimorestudio  | Limited Edition 
The rug is inspired by the geometric forms that characterise the work of Dimorestudio, bringing to mind the 
multiple shapes of origami. 
 
 
Colette | Palace Collection  
Ancient decorations with an unfinished charm are reinterpreted with a contemporary twist, featuring a 
palette of delicate shades. Colette is a majestic rug with a great personality, suitable for furnishing the 
most exclusive interiors. An expression of grace that reveals the magical signs of time, declined in a current 
design.  
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Jasmine | Palace Collection 
It features a damask pattern which gradually becomes more fragmented until it vanishes over the surface 
of the rug. Jasmine stands out for its classical design, enriched by a precious vintage effect and ton-sur-
ton colour hues. 
 
 
Noor | Palace Collection 
It is characterized by a fine pattern in grey tones, enhanced by a vintage effect that adds a timeless charm 
to its traditional design. 
 
 
Romance | Palace Collection 
Romantic details, designs inspired by jewellery and textures that recall fine lace. Refined tone-on-tone 
details for a very chic rug. 
 
 
Casanova | Palace Collection 
The rug presents a subtle Venetian brocade design enriched by a vintage effect that adds an aged charm 
to the whole rug. 
 
 
 
Captions: 
 
 
File: ILLULIAN_Kintsugi 
In this picture, Kintsugi rug by Illulian, from Design Collection.  
Hand woven in Himalayan wool, pure silk and vegetal colours by experienced craftsmen.  
Dimensions and price: on request 
 
File: ILLULIAN_Greta 
In this picture, Greta rug by Illulian, from Design Collection.  
Hand woven in Himalayan wool, pure silk and vegetal colours by experienced craftsmen.  
Dimensions and price: on request 
 
File: ILLULIAN_Extreme 
In this picture, Extreme rug by Illulian, from Design Collection.  
Hand woven in Himalayan wool, pure silk and vegetal colours by experienced craftsmen.  
Dimensions and price: on request 
 
File: ILLULIAN_Madama Buttefly 
In this picture, Madama Buttefly rug by Illulian, from Design Collection.  
Hand woven in Himalayan wool, pure silk and vegetal colours by experienced craftsmen.  
Dimensions and price: on request 
 
File: ILLULIAN_Dash 
In this picture, Dash rug by Illulian, from Design Collection.  
Hand woven in Himalayan wool, pure silk and vegetal colours by experienced craftsmen.  
Dimensions and price: on request 
 
File: ILLULIAN_Raw 
In this picture, Raw rug by Illulian, from Design Collection.  
Hand woven in Himalayan wool, pure silk and vegetal colours by experienced craftsmen.  
Dimensions and price: on request 
 
File: ILLULIAN_Skyla 
In this picture, Skyla rug by Illulian, from the Design Collection.  
Hand woven in Himalayan wool, pure silk and vegetal colours by experienced craftsmen.  
Dimensions and price: on request 
 
File: ILLULIAN_Flair 
In this picture, Flair rug by Illulian, from Design Collection.  
Hand woven in Himalayan wool, pure silk and vegetal colours by experienced craftsmen.  
Dimensions and price: on request 
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File: ILLULIAN_Sottosopra 2 
In this picture, Sottosopra 2 rug by Illulian, from Limited Edition.  
Hand woven in Himalayan wool, pure silk and vegetal colours by experienced craftsmen.  
Dimensions and price: on request 
 
File: ILLULIAN_Roy 
In this picture, Roy rug by Illulian, from Limited Edition.  
Hand woven in Himalayan wool, pure silk and vegetal colours by experienced craftsmen.  
Dimensions and price: on request 
 
File: ILLULIAN_Trick 2 
In this picture, Trick 2 rug by Illulian, from Limited Edition.  
Hand woven in Himalayan wool, pure silk and vegetal colours by experienced craftsmen.  
Dimensions and price: on request 
 
File: ILLULIAN_Costellazioni 3 
In this picture, Costellazioni 3 rug by Illulian, from Limited Edition.  
Hand woven in Himalayan wool, pure silk and vegetal colours by experienced craftsmen.  
Dimensions and price: on request 
 
File: ILLULIAN_Colette 
In this picture, Colette rug by Illulian, from Palace Collection.  
Hand woven in Himalayan wool, pure silk and vegetal colours by experienced craftsmen.  
Dimensions and price: on request 
 
File: ILLULIAN_Jasmine 
In this picture, Jasmine rug by Illulian, from Palace Collection.  
Hand woven in Himalayan wool, pure silk and vegetal colours by experienced craftsmen.  
Dimensions and price: on request 
 
File: ILLULIAN_Noor 
In this picture, Noor rug by Illulian, from Palace Collection.  
Hand woven in Himalayan wool, pure silk and vegetal colours by experienced craftsmen.  
Dimensions and price: on request 
 
File: ILLULIAN_Romance 
In this picture, Romance rug by Illulian, from Palace Collection.  
Hand woven in Himalayan wool, pure silk and vegetal colours by experienced craftsmen.  
Dimensions and price: on request 
 
File: ILLULIAN_Casanova 
In this picture, Casanova rug by Illulian, from Palace Collection.  
Hand woven in Himalayan wool, pure silk and vegetal colours by experienced craftsmen.  
Dimensions and price: on request 
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